We present a new formalism, partially ordered multiset context-free grammars (poms-CFG), along with an Earley-style parsing algorithm. The formalism, which can be thought of as a generalization of context-free grammars with partially ordered right-hand sides, is of interest in its own right, and also as infrastructure for obtaining tighter complexity bounds for more expressive context-free formalisms intended to express free or multiple word-order, such as ID/LP grammars. We reduce ID/LP grammars to poms-grammars, thereby getting finer-grained bounds on the parsing complexity of ID/LP grammars. We argue that in practice, the width of attested ID/LP grammars is small, yielding effectively polynomial time complexity for ID/LP grammar parsing.
Introduction
In this paper, we present a new formalism, partially ordered multiset context-free grammars (poms-CFG), along with an Earley-style parsing algorithm. The formalism shares with regularright-part grammars (Lalonde, 1977 ) the idea of augmenting the operators on the right-hand side of productions with operators other than concatenation, in particular, an interleaving operator that can be thought of as generalizing context-free grammars with partially ordered right-hand sides. As such, it is of interest in its own right, and also as infrastructure for obtaining tighter complexity bounds for more expressive context-free formalisms intended to express free or multiple word-order, such as ID/LP grammars (Shieber, 1984) . For the purpose of motivation, we turn to this latter application first. Shieber (1984) presented a parsing algorithm for ID/LP grammars, along with an erroneous claim that parsing complexity was polynomial both in grammar size and string length. Barton (1985) corrected this claim, showing that the parsing algorithm was exponential in the grammar size and that this was intrinsic, as the problem of ID/LP parsing is NP-complete. (See also the chapter by Barton et al. (1987) .) By recasting ID/LP grammars with poms-CFG, we can generate refined bounds on ID/LP parsing complexity; we argue that these lead to polynomial complexity in practice.
The development of poms-CFG grew out of Nederhof and Satta's work on IDL-expressions (Nederhof and Satta, 2002) , a formalism for compactly representing finite languages that allow interleaving of elements. Their application was to the filtering stage of a two-level generation algorithm. Such algorithms first generate a finite but huge set of candidate sentences using shallow generation methods, and then filter them based on finer-grained statistico-grammatical grounds. This second stage requires parsing all of the sentences in the set generated by the first stage. Nederhof and Satta presented a formalism, IDL-expressions, that allow exponentially compact representation of finite languages, and an algorithm for parsing an IDL-expression relative to a context-free grammar. Notably, the complexity of parsing an IDL-expression π
) where |π| is a measure of the size of the IDL-expression (analogous to the length n of a string) and k is the width of the expression, described further below.
Since in the worst case, k = O(|π|), the algorithm is effectively exponential in the length of the string. But in concrete cases, where k is small, the complexity is polynomial, and when the compaction power of IDL-expressions is unused and k = 1, the algorithm performs as a standard n 3 algorithm.
In the sequel, we show an analogous result for the dual problem of parsing strings (rather than IDL-expressions) with poms-CFGs (rather than context-free grammars). Here, the extra expressivity is in the grammar, not the string, and the complexity increase goes to the grammar size complexity, rather than the string length. The class of poms-CF grammars allows compact representation of languages with free word order, and can be thought of as a generalization of ID/LP grammars. We reduce ID/LP grammars to poms-grammars, thereby getting finergrained bounds on the parsing complexity of ID/LP grammars. We argue that in practice, the effective width of attested ID/LP grammars is small, yielding effectively polynomial time complexity for ID/LP grammar parsing.
The paper is structured as follows: After introducing some notational preliminaries (Section 2), we describe poms-expressions and their use in poms-CFGs (Section 3), and present an automata-theoretic equivalent to poms-expressions useful for parsing (Section 4). We then provide a parsing algorithm for the poms-CFG formalism (Section 5), investigate its implementation and complexity (Section 6), and discuss its application to ID/LP grammars (Section 7).
Notational Preliminaries
For a set ∆, |∆| denotes the number of elements in ∆; for a string w, |w| denotes the length of w. If w = a 1 a 2 · · · a n , with each a i a symbol from the underlying alphabet, we write w i,j , 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, to represent substring a i+1 · · · a j . We notate the empty string with ε.
We follow standard formal language notation as used by Hopcroft and Ullman (1979) . A context-free grammar (CFG) is represented as a tuple G = (V N , V T , S, P ), where V N and V T are finite sets of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively, S ∈ V N is the start symbol and P is a finite set of productions of the form A → α with A ∈ V N and α ∈ V
We typically use the symbols A, B, C, for elements of V N , a, b, c, for elements of V T , and X, Y , Z for elements of V .
We also use the standard derive relation ⇒ G and its reflexive and transitive closure ⇒ * G . The language generated by grammar G is denoted L(G). The size of G is notated |G| and defined
The shuffling of strings will be an essential construct in this work. For α, β ∈ V * we let
we define the shuffle of the languages
Finally, for languages L 1 , L 2 as above we define their concatenation as
3 Partially Ordered Multi-Set CFGs
In this section we define partially ordered multi-set context-free grammars (poms-CFG). To represent partially ordered multi-sets, or poms for short, we define poms-expressions, which are a syntactic variant of the pomsets of Gischer (1988) , inspired by the standard regular expression notation.
The main idea of poms-expressions is to use the concatenation and disjunction operators from standard regular expressions, written "·" and "+", respectively, along with the novel operator " ", called interleave. The interleave operator interleaves strings resulting from its argument expressions. As an introductory example, the poms-expression
denotes the finite set of strings obtained by "interleaving" in all possible ways AaA with Bb or with Cc, that is the set BbAaA, BAbaA, BAabA, BAaAb, ABbaA, ABabA, . . ., AaABb, CcAaA, CAcaA, CAacA, . . ., AaACc.
Definition 1 Let V be a finite alphabet and let E be a symbol not in V . A poms-expression over V is a string π satisfying one of the following conditions:
(ii) π = +(π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n ), with n ≥ 2 and π i poms-expressions for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
(iii) π = (π 1 , π 2 , . . . , π n ), with n ≥ 2 and π i poms-expressions for each i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n;
(iv) π = π 1 · π 2 , with π 1 and π 2 poms-expressions.
We will write binary uses of + and with infix notation under a precedence ordering (from highest to lowest) of ·, , +, as in the example (2). We take the infix operators to be right associative, though in all of the definitions in this paper, disambiguation of associativity is not relevant and can be taken arbitrarily.
We can define the language of a poms-expression by induction on its structure.
Definition 2 Let π be a poms-expression over V . The language of π, a set σ(π) ⊆ V * is defined as follows:
Note that σ(π) is always a finite set.
We are now ready to introduce the central notion of this paper, the partially ordered multi-set context-free grammar.
Definition 3 A partially ordered multi-set context-free grammar (poms-CFG) is a tuple G = (V N , V T , S, P ), where V N , V T , and S ∈ V N are defined as for standard CFGs, and P is a finite set of productions of the form A → π, with A ∈ V N and π a poms-expression over
Each poms-CFG G can be naturally associated with an equivalent CFG σ(G) = (V N , V T , S, σ(P )), where σ(P ) = {A → α | (A → π) ∈ P, α ∈ σ(π)}. That is, σ(G) includes all and only those context-free productions that can be obtained by replacing the poms-expression in the right-hand side of a production of G with one of the strings denoted by that pomsexpression. In this way we can define a derive relation for G by letting α ⇒ G β whenever
We could parse an input string w ∈ V * T with a poms-CFG G by first replacing G with its equivalent CFG σ(G) and then applying a standard CFG parsing algorithm on σ(G) and w. This might unnecessarily expand the space requirements for the grammar by adding productions that might not be relevant for the specific input string at hand. The alternative approach followed here is to parse w using grammar G directly, which in turn requires that we be able to process poms-expressions somehow, a topic to which we now turn.
Poms-Automata
Although poms-expressions may be easily constructed by linguists, they do not allow a direct algorithmic interpretation for efficient recognition of strings. We therefore define a lower level automata-theoretic representation, which we call poms-automata.
Definition 4 A poms-automaton is a tuple (Q, V, δ, q s , q e ), where Q is a finite set of states, V is a finite alphabet, q s , q e ∈ Q are special states called start and end states, respectively, and δ is a transition relation containing triples of the form (q, X, q ) with q, q ∈ Q and X ∈ V ∪ {ε, , }.
Symbol ε indicates that a transition does not consume any of the input symbols. Symbols and have the same meaning, but they additionally encode that the transition starts or ends, respectively, sub-automata encoding poms-expressions headed by an interleave operator.
For any poms-expression, we can construct a poms-automaton that expresses the same language. Below, we give a function µ mapping poms-expressions to poms-automata, providing a semantics for these automata afterwards and showing equivalence.
Definition 5 Let π be a poms-expression over V . The corresponding poms-automaton µ(π) = (Q, V, δ, q s , q e ) is specified as follows: In order to provide a formal definition of the language specified by a poms-automaton, we require a way of encapsulating the current state of traversal of the automaton. For deterministic finite-state automata, the automaton state itself can serve this purpose. For nondeterministic automata, however, a traversal may leave the automaton nondeterministically in one of a set of states. (For this reason, the subset construction for converting nondeterministic to deterministic finite-state automata, for example, uses sets of states in the nondeterministic automaton to capture the state of its traversal.) The corresponding notion for poms-automata is the notion of a cut through a poms-automaton. This notion will play a central role in the development of our parsing algorithm in the next section.
We start by fixing some poms-expression π and let µ = µ(π) = (Q, V, δ, q s , q e ) be the corresponding poms-automaton. Intuitively speaking, a cut through µ is a set of vertices that we might reach when traversing the graph from the initial vertex toward the end vertex, in an attempt to produce a string in σ(π), following the different branches as prescribed by the encoded disjunction and interleave operators.
Some additional notation will be useful. Given three subsets of Q, namely, c, {q 1 , . . . , q m } ⊆ c, and {q 1 , . . . , q n }, we write c[q 1 , . . . , q m /q 1 , . . . , q n ] to denote the set (c − {q 1 , . . . , q m }) ∪ {q 1 , . . . , q n }. Informally speaking, this is the set obtained by replacing in c states from before the slash with states from after.
is defined by the following conditions:
• (c, X, c[q/q ]) ∈ goto µ if q ∈ c and (q, X, q ) ∈ δ for X ∈ V ∪ {ε};
• (c, ε, c[q/q 1 , . . . , q n ]) ∈ goto µ if q ∈ c and (q, , q i ), 1 ≤ i ≤ n, are all the transitions in δ with q as first component;
The goto µ relation simulates nondeterministic one-step moves over µ. The first item above refers to moves that follow a single transition in the automaton, labeled by a symbol from the alphabet or by the empty string. This move is exploited, for example, when visiting a state at the start of a sub-automaton that encodes a poms-expression headed by the disjunction operator. In this case there are several possible transitions, but at most one may be chosen.
The second item above refers to moves that simultaneously follow all transitions emanating from the state at hand. This is used when visiting a state at the start of a sub-automaton that encodes a poms-expression headed by the interleave operator. In this case, all possible subexpressions of that operator must be evaluated in parallel. Finally, the third item refers to a move that can be read as the complement of the previous type of move. Here we complete the visit of a sub-automaton that encodes a poms-expression headed by the interleave operator.
This can be done only if the evaluations of the subexpressions of that operator have all come to an end.
We are now ready to define the notion of cut.
Definition 6 Let π be a poms-expression over V , and let µ = µ(π) = (Q, V, δ, q s , q e ). The set of all cuts of µ, written cut(µ), is the smallest subset of 2 Q satisfying the following conditions:
(ii) c ∈ cut(µ) if c ∈ cut(µ) and (c , X, c) ∈ goto µ for some X ∈ V ∪ {ε}.
We can informally interpret a cut c = {q 1 , . . . , q k } ∈ cut(µ) as follows. In the attempt to generate a string in L(π), we traverse several paths in the poms-automaton µ. This corresponds to the "parallel" evaluation of some of the sub-expressions of π, and each q i ∈ c refers to one specific such subexpression. Thus, k provides the number of evaluations that we are carrying out in parallel at the point of the computation represented by the cut. Note however that, when drawing a straight line across a planar representation of a poms-automaton, separating the start state from the end state, the set of states that we can identify is not necessarily a cut.
1 In fact, as we have already explained when discussing function goto µ , only one path is followed when processing a state encoding a disjunction operator.
With the notion of cut defined, we can define the language of a poms-automaton.
Definition 7 Let c ∈ cut(µ) and α ∈ V * . We define the language of a cut L(c) as follows: α ∈ L(c) if and only if there exists k ≥ |α|,
The language of the poms-automaton µ, written
We have that L(µ(π)) = L(π), that is, the µ function constructs an automaton generating the same language. The proof is rather long and does not add much to the already intuitive ideas underlying the definitions in this section; therefore we will omit it.
Henceforth, we will abuse notation by using π for µ(π) where no confusion results, for example, writing cut(π) for cut(µ(π)) or goto π for goto µ(π) .
[{q s }, 0, 0]
Figure 2: An abstract specification of the parsing algorithm for poms-CFG; we assume universal quantification on all variables, unless otherwise stated.
Parsing of poms-CFGs
In this section we develop a tabular algorithm to parse an input string w = a 1 · · · a n , a i ∈ V T , according to a given poms-CFG G = (V N , V T , P, S). The algorithm is an adaptation of the wellknown Earley algorithm for CFG parsing (Earley, 1970) ; we also use some of the optimizations presented by Graham et al. (1980) . The algorithm is presented as a set of inference rules in the style of Shieber et al. (1995) .
Partial results obtained in the parsing process are recorded through items of the following two forms:
• [c, i, j], c ∈ cut(π) for some (A → π) ∈ P and 0 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ n, related to derivations α ⇒ * G w i,j for some α ∈ L(c).
As in the original Earley algorithm, our algorithm constructs the items above only in case the related derivations can be embedded in larger derivations in G starting from S and deriving strings with prefix w 0,i .
Let goto = ∪ (A→π)∈P goto π . (The states in the various µ(π) will be assumed disjoint so that the union is disjoint as well.) The specification of our algorithm makes use of this goto relation, but this does not necessarily mean that the relation must be fully computed before invoking the algorithm. We can instead compute elements of goto "on the fly" when we visit a cut for the first time, and cache these elements for possible later use. This and other implementation issues will be addressed in the next section. Figure 2 presents an abstract specification of the algorithm.
Steps (3), (4), and (5) closely resemble the initialization, predictor, and scanner steps, respectively, from the original Earley algorithm. In addition, Step (6) is used for scanning transitions of poms-automata where no symbol from V is consumed. Finally, the completer step from the original Earley algorithm has been broken up into Steps (7) and (8) As a final technical remark, we observe that a poms-CFG can be cast into a normal form where there is only one production with a given nonterminal in its left-hand side. This is easily done using the disjunction operator as defined for poms-expressions. When such a normal form is adopted, then Steps (7) and (8) in Figure 2 can be collapsed in a single step in the obvious way.
Implementation and complexity
We develop a complexity analysis of our parsing algorithm for poms-CFGs.
In order to provide a more articulated worst-case bound on the complexity of parsing, we introduce the width of a poms-expression π, the size of the largest cut in the corresponding automaton.
width(π) = max
As observed in Section 4, this is the maximum number of parallel evaluations that we need to carry out when processing poms-automaton µ(π). The quantity width(π) can be easily computed as follows:
width(X) = 1 for X ∈ V ∪ {E} width(+(π 1 , . . . , π n )) = max j width(π j ) width( (π 1 , . . . , π n )) = j width(π j ) width(π 1 · π 2 ) = max {width(π 1 ), width(π 2 )} As suggested in Section 5, we do not need to compute the goto relation before processing the input string. We instead adopt a lazy approach and compute cuts and elements of each goto π on demand, during the execution of the parsing algorithm.
Let π be a poms-expression from G and let Q be the state set of the corresponding pomsautomaton µ(π). We can represent cuts in cut(π) as binary strings (bit vectors) of length |Q|, or alternatively as strings of length width(π) over alphabet Q, assuming some canonical ordering of Q. The first solution might be convenient when set Q is not too large. The second solution should be adopted when Q is large or when width(π) is much smaller than |Q|, to avoid sparseness. In both solutions, cuts can be stored in and retrieved from a trie data structure C (Gusfield, 1997) . Elements (c, X, c ) ∈ goto π can then be encoded using pointers to the leaves of C that represent c and c .
On-the-fly construction of relations goto π can be carried out in the following way. Whenever, for some c and X, elements (c, X, c ) ∈ goto π need to be used but have not been computed before, we apply the definition of goto π for c and X, and cache the corresponding elements (c, X, c ) for possible later use. The cuts c obtained in this way that were never computed before are also stored in C.
Items [A, i, j] and [c, i, j] can be stored in an (n + 1) × (n + 1) square matrix T , as in the case of the standard Earley algorithm. Each entry of T contains nonterminals and cuts, the latter encoded as pointers to some leaf in C.
We now turn to the worst case time complexity for our algorithm. Let G = (V N , V T , P, S) be the input poms-CFG and let w = a 1 · · · a n be the input string. For (A → π) ∈ P , let also µ(π) = (Q π , V, δ π , q π,s , q π,e ). It is not difficult to show that |δ π | = O(|Q π |). Since the number of occurrences in π of symbols from V ∪ {E} ∪ {+, , ·} is also proportional to |Q π |, in what follows we will take O(|Q π |) as a bound on the size of any reasonable encoding of poms-expression π.
We can also show that
since for each c ∈ cut(π) we have |{(c, X, c ) | (c, X, c ) ∈ goto π }| ≤ |δ π |.
The quantity |cut(π)| is obviously bounded from above by |Q π | width(π) . The following lemma, whose proof is reported in Appendix A, states a tighter upper bound on |cut(π)|, which will be used in our complexity analysis below.
Lemma 1 Let π be a poms-expression over V and let Q π be the state set of pomsautomaton µ(π). We have |cut(π)| ≤ |Qπ| width (π) width (π) .
Now consider
Step 8 in the algorithm of Figure 2 . For each production (A → π) ∈ P , the number of possible executions of this step is bounded from above by |goto π | · n 3 , since there are |goto π | relevant elements in goto and no more than n 3 choices for i, k, and j. We can access and store each cut in time O(width(π)), if cuts are encoded as strings of length width(π).
Then the total amount of time taken by the executions of Step 8 for production A → π is O(width(π) · |goto π | · n 3 ), or O(width(π) · |cut(π)| · |δ π | · n 3 ) using (9).
Recall that |δ π | = O(|Q π |), and let q = max (A→π)∈P |Q π | and k = max (A→π)∈P width(π)
be respectively the maximal size and width of the poms-automata in the grammar. Then the time bound can be simplified to O(k · |cut(π)| · q · n 3 ). All that remains is bounding |cut(π)|.
Lemma 1 provides a bound on the number of cuts for a single automaton. We require a bound over all π, so let
width (π) . Given this bound, the total time taken in the worst case by Step 8 is
It is not difficult to show that this upper bound also holds for the execution of all other steps of the algorithm, including the on-the-fly construction of all relations goto π .
We would like to characterize g in terms not of the sizes and widths of all of the π, but over some bounds thereon. We observe that the function (n/x) x is monotonically increasing for increasing real values of x in the interval (0, n/e]. 2 Now let q and k be defined as above.
By construction, k < q/2. Thus, by taking the numerator in Lemma 1 to be not the maximum state size, but e 2 · q, the lemma still holds, and using all of the above observations we can write 
which is polynomial in grammar size for bounded k.
We can compare the above result with the time complexity of the Earley algorithm, reported 2 This can easily be seen from its first derivative in x, (n/x) x · (ln(n/x) − 1). The factor (n/x) x is positive for all positive n and x; the factor (ln(n/x) − 1) is non-negative in the interval (0, n/e], with a zero for x = n/e.
as O(|G| · n 3 ) by Graham et al. (1980) . Observe that the factor |P | · q in our bound above can be taken to represent the size of the input poms-CFG. some constant c, giving rise to an exponential upper bound in the size of the longest pomsexpression in the grammar. This comes as no surprise, since the recognition problem for pure multi-set CFGs is NP-complete, as already discussed. However, in practical natural-language applications, parameter k should be bounded by a quite small constant. In this case our algorithm runs effectively in polynomial time, with an asymptotical behavior much closer to the Earley algorithm.
Discussion
Applying the results above to the particular case of bounds on ID/LP grammars is straightforward. ID/LP format (Gazdar et al., 1985) is essentially a context-free formalism in which the multiset of right-hand side elements (provided by the immediate dominance (ID) rules)
are ordered by an explicitly provided partial order (stated with linear precedence (LP) rules). Thus, any ID/LP grammar is trivially stated as a poms-CFG. As an example, we consider the grammar fragment of verb phrases in the free-word-order Makua language (Gazdar et al., 1985, page 48).
V P → V V ≺ S V P → V, N P V P → V, S V P → V, N P, N P V P → V, N P, P P V P → V, N P, S The six immediate dominance rules are constrained by the single linear precedence rule.
These rules, stated in the poms-CFG form, would be Width State size V P → V 1 2 V P → V N P 2 6 V P → V · S 1 4 V P → V N P N P 3 8 V P → V N P P P 3 8 V P → V · S N P 2 8
(For reference, each rule is followed by its width and state size.) The maximum value g is obtained for rules of width 3 and state size 8. We can therefore bound parsing time by an extra constant factor (beyond O(|G| · n 3 )) of 3 · (8/3) 3 ≈ 57. (The coarser-grained analysis in terms just of q and k gives us a bound of 3 · ( e 2 · 8/3) 3 ≈ 143.) The general point is clear: Typical grammars in ID/LP format -even those for languages making heavy use of the free-word order aspects of the formalism, and therefore exhibiting large widths, relatively speaking -can be analyzed by this method and seen to have small widths in absolute terms; they are therefore readily parsable by the direct parsing method we present here. The formalism that we have presented was inspired, as noted in the introduction, by IDLexpressions (Nederhof and Satta, 2002) , and could be generalized to allow full IDL-expressions on the right-hand side of productions. Such grammars, which we might dub IDL-grammars, would have yet more expressive power, though remaining weakly context-free equivalent. We did not do so because the extra expressivity of IDL-expressions, namely, the lock operator, was not needed for our purposes in explicating bounds on ID/LP grammars. Indeed, the ability to embed subphrases that context-free productions provide can serve the same purpose as the lock operator. Thus the difference in expressivity between poms-CFGs and IDL grammars is only in the tree languages that they specify. The same type of analysis based on the width of corresponding IDL automata could provide fine-grained bounds on the parsing of grammars expressed in that formalism as well.
